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Chapter 20 He Mingkai Barges Into the Room. 

Lido Hotel is a five-star hotel owned by Lang Consortium. The entrance of the 
hotel is crowed with luxury cars and the banquet hall is also bustling tonight. 

“I heard it’s also an illegitimate son!” 

“So what? Lang Li has only one son. Lang Cha seems to have agreed, 
otherwise the party wouldn’t be so grand.” 

People whisper in groups. 

Many people didn’t pay more attention to Lang Ruoxian, but it seems now that 
he is undoubtedly the heir to Lang Family. 

“That’s not sure!” Someone lowers his voice and says, “Didn’t you hear that? 
There is an unborn child of Second Young Mistress.” 

“Yes, she seems to be a divorced woman.” 

“So what? I don’t know if the child will be born…” 

The noise suddenly quiets down. Seeing the family members of Lang Family 
coming in at the door, people first show a decent smile and then they are 
surprised. 

“Who is that woman?” 

Yan Hua wears a lilac dress and the strapless dress covers her belly. Her 
figure remains unchanged elsewhere and she cannot be seen as a pregnant 
woman at all. 

“Why do you have to come here? It’ll be a big trouble if you get hurt.” Lang 
Hongyue says with a smile, but indeed complaints. 

“I’m just having fun. Didn’t you book a room? I’ll take a rest later.” Yan Hua 
smiles, “You have let everyone know me, don’t you?” 



Lang Jia sneers beside her. Yan Hua said she wouldn’t come here yesterday 
but this morning, she suddenly backed out and said that she also wanted to 
come here. Grandpa naturally agreed with her. 

There is a beautiful and ostentatious woman standing next to her, who can 
still see her, the First Young Lady of Lang Family! Lang Jia walks away quietly 
and goes to chat with those aristocratic ladies. 

“Don’t walk around, I have no time to take care of you.” Lang Hongyue is the 
angriest. 

She doesn’t want Yan Hua to meet too many people. The more people know, 
the more troubles she will have to deal with in the future… 

Yan Hua smiles attractively. 

“Don’t worry about me, I know what I’m doing.” 

Lang Hongyue goes to entertain the guests and mutters, “What are you doing 
then…” 

Lang Ruoxian reminded Yan Hua last night that she was wrong at first. If she 
waits for delivery at home quietly, no one will know who she is until the baby is 
born. Only when people stand high can they better protect themselves. After 
understanding this truth, Yan Hua feels more uneasy. Why did Lang Ruoxian 
remind her? 

What did he mean? 

“This is my son, Lang Ruoxian!” Lang Li introduces in the middle of banquet 
hall. Lang Ruoxian stands in the crowd like a luminary. There must be many 
women who want to be his lover. 

Yan Hua is always with Lang Cha. The old man introduces her to those who 
come to greet him. Soon everyone here tonight knows that the beautiful 
woman next to Lang Cha is his dead second grandson’s wife. 

“Grandpa, are you tired?” Looking at the time, Yan Hua bows her head and 
asks. 



Lang Cha shakes his head and says, “If you are tired, go and have a rest. I’m 
afraid it’s going to be late today.” Then he asks the waiter to take Yan Hua to 
the downstairs room. 

Yan Hua’s eyelids tremble as she walks out of the hall. The man who talks 
with Lang Ruoxian not far away is… He Mingkai? 

“Madam Hua, the driver will be waiting for you at the hotel gate at 8 o’clock 
tomorrow morning. If you have any questions, you can call the front desk at 
any time!” 

The waiter is apparently told to send Yan Hua into the room hospitably before 
leaving. 

The presidential suite is very comfortable, but Yan Hua is upset. 

“Why did He Mingkai stay with Lang Ruoxian? Did they know each other?” 

She falls asleep while thinking. She vaguely hears the door ringing after a 
period of time. A few minutes later, she sits up suddenly. 

“Who?” 

A clang comes from the living room outside and then the light goes on. 

“Hua…” He Mingkai barges in with a whiff of alcohol. 
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